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During the steelmaking process, it is important to understand the origin, types and nature of 
inclusions. After an initial period of heating, mixing and chemical reactions in an electric arc 
furnace and some crucial processes in a ladle, taking liquid steel samples in the ladle is a critical 
step in monitoring the inclusion population. This paper presents a study of filling of a steel 
sampler process as well as the primary inclusion dispersions inside a steel sample. To better 
understand the influence of filling on the inclusion populations, physical modelings of water 
filling in a rectangular-shaped vessel have been carried out to study flow fields. The flow fields 
were obtained by a Particle Image Velocimetry. Thereafter, simulation of water samplers have 
been done to mathematically study the flow fields. The physical modeling data were used for 
verification of the model predictions, including the selection of the most appropriate turbulence 
model. Finally, simulations of the filling of liquid steel were carried out for a rectangular-shaped 
sampler, which is used in the laboratory.    
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1. Introduction 

The material properties of steel are highly influenced by the inclusion characteristics. For the 
majority of the steel grades the material properties are improved with a decreased amount and size 
of inclusions as well as with an increased softness of the inclusions. In addition, inclusions will be 
present during ladle refining. Thus, it is not possible to entirely remove all inclusions. However, it 
is very important for the steel makers to know how to make process changes to lower the 
inclusion content during secondary steelmaking, from furnace to mold. Therefore, in order to 
determine the most representative liquid steel sampling parameters to optimize the correlative 
inclusions populations’ assessment, a good understanding of the sampling process is desirable.  

The molten steel sample is extracted into a steel sampler mold. [1] It has been considered that 
the flow pattern in the sampler mold during its filling plays an important role in determining the 
inclusion size distributions. Some previous work have been carried out to fundamentally study the 
liquid steel sampling process in a lollipop-shaped sampler used in the steelmaking industry, which 
is applied to analysis the composition, oxygen content and inclusion distributions. [2 ~ 4] This is 
an ongoing process. The results are used to monitor the steelmaking process.  

The present research represents a small part in a larger effort to study grain refining of steel 
by using inclusions as inoculants. Here, steel samples are sucked up from a steel melt and then the 
inclusion characteristics and grain size are determined. Thus, the specific objective of this work is 
to study the flow field inside a rectangular-shaped sampler used in the laboratory as well as the 
solidification of the steel sample. Inclusions of preferred sizes are modeled in order to study the 
inclusion dispersions within the sampler. In the first part of the paper the physical and 
mathematical modeling procedures are described. Thereafter, the fluid field and inclusion 
dispersion results are presented and discussed. 

 

2. Experimental Work 

In order to fundamentally understand the flow pattern during sampler filling, water model 
experiments have been carried out. A rectangular-shaped water vessel was used and shown in 
Figure 1. Water was injected through a cylindrical inlet pin connected to the bottom center of the 
vessel. Several different flow rates were applied to obtain various water jets and flow patterns. 
Flow fields mentioned above were obtained by a Particle Image Velocimetry (PIV). A schematic 
plot of the whole measurement system is shown in Figure 2. The real dimension of the 
rectangular-shaped sampler used in laboratory is: height (H) is 240 mm, length (L) and width (W) 
are 24 mm, and inner inlet diameter (dni) is 6 mm.  
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Fig.1 Schematic plot of rectangular vessel used in 

physical modeling 
 

 

Fig. 2 Schematic plot of experimental setup 

 

 
It was necessary to scale up the size of the water model in order to simplify the experiments. 

Thus, in these experiments, the different flow rates were calculated according to the Froude 
number similarity: 

 

mmrm FrFr ,, =            (1) 

 
where rmFr ,  is the modified Froude number in a real case and mmFr ,  is the modified Froude 

number for the water model. These calculations of the Froude number were considered in the three 
different regions in the filled vessel defined in Figure 3. Therefore, the modified Froude number 
[2] can be expressed as follows: 
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 Region III: Surface of liquid flow in the mold 
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where QL is the flow rate of the water injection, dni is the inner diameter of the inlet tube (or 
nozzle), HL is the depth of bath, Dh is the hydraulic diameter and g is the gravity acceleration. The 
last term is defined as the six times ratio of volume (V) to surface area (A): [2] 

Dh = 6×(V/A)                               (5) 
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Fig. 3 Schematic plot of different regions in a bottom water filling model 

 

Table 1 Setup of the water vessels 

Dimensions (mm) 
Inlet pin diameter dni 

(mm) 

L H W 
26 

150 200 140 

 
 

Table 2 Experimental flow rates at the PIV measurements 

Trials Qw [L/min] Fr Qr [L/min] u [m/s]  

1 6.6 4.89E-05 0.8 0.45 
2 8.2 7.55E-05 0.9 0.55 
3 10.3 1.19E-04 1.2 0.70 
4 12.3 1.70E-04 1.4 0.83 
5 14.4 2.33E-04 1.7 0.97 
6 16 2.88E-04 1.8 1.08 

Note: Qw and Qr is the flow rate in sampler water vessel 
and real sampler, respectively. u is the real velocity at a 
real sampler inlet pin. 

 

The physical model was designed according to the calculations of the modified Froude 
number in different regions. Firstly, the modified Froude numbers were calculated for a 
rectangular-shaped laboratory sampler. It was assumed that the inlet velocity was around 0.3 
m/s by referring to a previous study. [5] Then, the geometry of the rectangular-shaped 
sampler was used to calculate the corresponding flow rate. In this study, the Froude number 
in Region II was considered to be important for the modeling. Thus, the similarity criteria 
were applied to this region. Moreover, flow rates other than the calculated values were also 
used to investigate the flow pattern in order to compare the flow fields.  

Based on the calculations of a Froude number similarity between a physical model and a 
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laboratory sampler, the dimension shown in Table 1 were used to construct the physical 
model. In addition different flow rates used for PIV measurement are shown in Table 2.  

3. Mathematical Modeling 

The geometry employed (shown in Figure 1) aims at modeling the rectangular-shaped 
sampler designed for the laboratory trials. A mathematical model for describing the filling of 
both the water sampler vessel and the real steel sampler was developed. Here, a 
three-dimensional geometry was used for a general study of the filling process. Turbulent flow 
was also considered and predicted by the Wilcox k-ω turbulence model. 

3.1 Numerical Assumptions 

The following assumptions were made when developing the mathematical model: 

i. The flow rate of both water and liquid steel at the inlet of vessel/sampler was constant; 

ii. All the air, water and liquid steel were incompressible Newtonian fluids; 

iii.  No chemical reactions take place; 

iv. The properties of the solid and liquid phases were homogeneous and isotropic, the solid 

phase was stationary and rigid, and no micro-porosity forms;  

v. All the thermophysical properties for all the fluid were constant; 

vi. One quarter of the sampler was modeled due to symmetry geometry. 

 

3.2 Numerical Methods 

 
The general form of governing equation for the property Φ (u, v, w, k, ω and T) can be 

expressed as follows: [6] 

��
�� � � · ��	
 � � · �Γ��
 � �                        (6) 

 

where ρ is the density, Φ is the general fluid property (u, v, w, k, ω and T), t is time, u is the 

mean velocity vector, Γ is the diffusion coefficient and � is the source term. To represent 

the free surface shape of the liquid steel at the boundary, the VOF method created by Hirt and 

Nichols [7] is used. In this method, the time dependent volume fraction F is governed by the 

following equation,  

 �� ��⁄ � �� �� ���⁄ � 0.      (i = x, y, z)                (7) 
 

The different transport equations of property Φ in Equation (6) are shown in Table 3. 
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The movement of a single particle is governed by the following equation: 

�� �
� ��� ��� ��⁄ � ����� � � !"# � ����$                  (8) 

where �� is the density of inclusion particle, �� is the diameter of the particle, �� is 

the particle velocity and t is time. F&'(), F*+,- and F)'(. are the drag force, [8] buoyancy 

force and gravitational force, respectively.  

The commercial CFD (Computational Fluid Dynamic) solver ANSYS® 12.1.2 was 

employed to solve the governing equations mentioned above. 

 
Table 3 Conservation Equations 

Conservation of: Φ Γ SΦ 

Mass 1 0 0 

x-momentum u /0 1 1� �3�� 

y-momentum v /0 1 1� �3�4 � �5 

z-momentum w /0 1 1� �3�6 

Turbulent kinetic 

energy 
k / � /�78 92/��; · �; 1 23 �= �>���; ?�;@ 1 AB�=C 

Specific dissipation 

rate 
ω / � /�7D EF G2��; · �; 1 H

� �C �IJ�KL ?�;M 1 AF�CH, 

Energy T 
NO� 

1O� P1 Q3Q� · �RS��RST 1 /0�$U 
Notes: 

Turbulent viscosity: /� � V8
W     Temperature: T           Effective viscosity: /0 � /� � /                        

Heat capacity: Cp             Laminar viscosity: µ       Effective thermal conductivity: κ 

78 = 2.0, 7D = 2.0, EF = 0.553, AF = 0.075, AB = 0.09 

�; � F
H G�!L�KJ � �!J�KLM, 

Y�
Y� � ��

�� � ZK ��
�K � Z# ��

�# � Z[ ��
�[, Kronecker delta: ?�; (?�; = 1 if i = j  and ?�; = 0 if i ≠ j) 

�$ � 2 \G�ZK�� MH � 9�Z#�4 @H � G�Z[�6 MH] � P�Z#�� � �ZK�4 UH � P�Z[�4 � �Z#�6 UH � P�ZK�6 � �Z[�� UH 1 23 P�ZK�� � �Z#�4 � �Z[�6 UH
 

 

3.3 Boundary Conditions 

The computational domain is plotted in Figure 4. Due to the symmetry property of the 
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sampler vessel employed, only a quarter of the computational domain was used.  

    

 
Fig. 4 Schematic plot of the computational domain (shaded area) 

 

3.3.1 Inlet Boundary 

At the inlet boundary, (shown in Figure 4) several different values of the y-component 
velocity boundary were used. The boundary conditions at the inlet are summarized as 
follows: 

1) Velocity: v = constant; 

2) Turbulent intensity:   

I = 0.16Re-0.125,                             (9) 

 where Re is the Reynolds number; 

3) Hydraulic diameter: Dh = 0.006 m; 

4) Turbulence kinetic energy:  

k = 1.5(v·I) 2                              (10) 

5) Turbulence length scale:  

l = 0.07Dh                              (11) 

6) Specific dissipation rate:  

C � Ô� _⁄ 8` a⁄
b                             (12) 

 

3.3.2 Outlet Boundary 

A pressure outlet boundary was employed for the gas phase. In addition, a value of zero 
Pa was set for the gauge pressure.  

3.3.3 Walls 

The wall boundary conditions at the stationary wall were set to “no slip”.  



 

3.4 Properties of Materials  

Table 4 summarizes the properties data used in the simulations.

Table 4 Modeling constants for materials property

 

Density, ρ [kg·m-3] 

Viscosity, µ [Pa·s] 

Heat capacity, cp [J·kg-1·K-1] 

Thermal conductivity, κ [W·m-1·K

Melting heat, H [kJ·kg-1] 

Liquid temperature, Tl [K] 

Solid temperature, Ts [K] 

Contact angle in air on the wall, α

Surface Tension, σ [N·m-1] 

 

4. Results 

Firstly, results from the physi
mathematical model. Then, results from simulation of the filling of steel are present with 
considering the solidification and the inclusion dispersions. 

4.1 Physical Modeling – PIV Measurement

Figure 5 shows the mean velocity distributions in the middle of a sampler vessel a
different filling times for an average flow rate of 8.2 L/min. The nozzle which connects the 
cylindrical inlet pin is located at the bottom center of the rectangular body. As can be seen 
from the figures, the flow fields can be classified into three regi
in the middle above the nozzle due to the strong flow directly released from the inlet pin, ii) 
the vortex region near the free surface, and iii) the vertical flow region beneath the vortex 
region. The formation of vortexes
flow has reached the liquid/gas interface and thereafter is directed towards the wall of the 
sampler vessel.  

        8.6s    

Fig. 5 Mean velocity distribution in the middle plane of a rectangular

8 

the properties data used in the simulations. 

Modeling constants for materials property [9, 10] 

Air Water Steel Metal

1.225 998.2 6900 

1.78948×10-5 1.003×10-3 0.006 

1006 - 700 

·K-1] 0.0242 - 20 

- - 290 

- - 1727 

- - 1673 

, α [ ] - 90 132 

- 0.073 1.6 

Firstly, results from the physical modeling studies are given and used to verify the 
Then, results from simulation of the filling of steel are present with 

considering the solidification and the inclusion dispersions.  

PIV Measurement 

shows the mean velocity distributions in the middle of a sampler vessel a
different filling times for an average flow rate of 8.2 L/min. The nozzle which connects the 
cylindrical inlet pin is located at the bottom center of the rectangular body. As can be seen 
from the figures, the flow fields can be classified into three regions: i) the vertical flow region 
in the middle above the nozzle due to the strong flow directly released from the inlet pin, ii) 
the vortex region near the free surface, and iii) the vertical flow region beneath the vortex 
region. The formation of vortexes is due to the strong recirculation created after the injected 
flow has reached the liquid/gas interface and thereafter is directed towards the wall of the 

  
      12.5s          13.8s

Mean velocity distribution in the middle plane of a rectangular-shaped sampler (Q = 8.2 L/min)

Metal-mold 

7880 

- 

700 

35 

- 

- 

- 

 

 

used to verify the 
Then, results from simulation of the filling of steel are present with 

shows the mean velocity distributions in the middle of a sampler vessel at 
different filling times for an average flow rate of 8.2 L/min. The nozzle which connects the 
cylindrical inlet pin is located at the bottom center of the rectangular body. As can be seen 

ons: i) the vertical flow region 
in the middle above the nozzle due to the strong flow directly released from the inlet pin, ii) 
the vortex region near the free surface, and iii) the vertical flow region beneath the vortex 

is due to the strong recirculation created after the injected 
flow has reached the liquid/gas interface and thereafter is directed towards the wall of the 

 
13.8s 

(Q = 8.2 L/min) 
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Figure 6 depicts the relationship between the ratios of the height of the vortex center to 
the height of the free surface at different flow rates. Data were obtained at the end of each 
filling process. As can be seen from the plot, the ratios for the rectangular vessel fall into a 
range of between 0.5 and 0.7 at all flow rates. However, it has a main tendency that the ratio 
will decrease with an increased flow rate. From the data in Fig.6, the following equation can 
be derived: 

Hvortex center / Hfree surface = -0.00825QL + 0.74              (13) 

 

 

Fig. 6 Ratio of height of vortex center to the height of 
free surface at different flow rates  

 
 

 
Fig. 7 Initial height of hump at different flow rates 

 

Humps were observed during all the fillings. The initial height of the hump increases with 
an increased flow rate at the nozzle, as shown in Figure 7. It presents two groups of data 
gathered when measuring the initial height of hump at three different flow rates. It is clear that 
the height of hump will decrease with an increasing water surface height. These results are in 
agreement with those by Hallgren et al. [11], who have extensively studied the hump 
formation during filling of ingots. From the data in Fig.7, the following equation can be 
derived for the initial hump height: 

 cd!e� � 3.7 h i 1 26.3                         (14) 
 
 

4.2 Verification of Mathematical Model 

Velocity profiles obtained by the PIV results and the calculation results using water as a 
fluid at different heights above the inlet pin of the sampler were compared. The results are 
shown in Figure 8. For the symmetrical geometry used in the simulations, only half of the 
calculation results are shown in the plot. In this case, the flow rate applied is 12.3 L/min. It 
can be seen that the flow has a higher velocity magnitude at the middle of the sampler, right 
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above the inlet pin. This is due to the strong injection of the flow directly released from the 
inlet pin, which enters the main sampler body. The injected fluid will flow to the surrounded 
regions. The velocity magnitude decrease significantly from the center to the wall. Therefore, 
the velocity of the flow beside the middle vertical flow has a relative small magnitude. The 
agreements of the velocity magnitudes between the calculated and experimental results are 
fairly good as can be seen from the plots in Figure 8. 

The plot of velocity vectors predicted by mathematical calculations and PIV measurements 
are shown in Figure 9. It can be seen that the similarity of the velocity fields agrees well 
between the two results. Both results depict that there is a recirculation vortex region that is 
located near the free surface to the wall. In addition, the results also indicate that the vertical 
flow region above the nozzle is stronger than the other flow regions.  

 
 

     
 

Fig. 8 Experimental and calculated results in the middle plane of the sampler (Q = 12.3 L/min) 
 
 

 
 

Fig. 9 Comparison of velocity fields between the calculation and PIV results  
(Q = 12.3 L/min at filling time t = 8.7s) 
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4.3 Simulation of Liquid Steel Filling 

Figure 10 shows the contours of liquid steel fraction at different filling times. A chaotic 
flow pattern is observed at the initial filling period. This is due to the injection of molten steel 
released at the inlet pin in the main body. A waved surface is created at this filling stage. 
However, from a metallurgy point-of-view, the air can easily be mixed with and react with 
liquid steel under these filling conditions. This, in turn, will lead to pores or porosity formation 
after solidification as well as formation of inclusions due to reoxidation.  

The main reason for the highly disordered flow is due to the flow rate applied. The higher 
flow rate, the higher disordered flow pattern. Another reason is the rapid geometry change 
between the narrow inlet pin and the sampler body. Here, the original flow pattern in the inlet of 
the sampler will be destroid after the flow passing through the connection between two different 
geometries. During the remaining part of the filling, the sampler is smoothly filled with a calm 
free surface. The entire sampler mold is filled up in around 12s.  

 

 
Fig. 10 Contours of volume fraction of liquid steel at different filling times (flow rate Q = 0.5 L/min) 

 

 
Fig. 11 Recirculation flow (vortex flow) during the filling. 
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The formation of recirculation flow during the filling of the sampler are illustrated in 
Figure 11. The vortex regions are on the free surface of the steel flow and very close to the wall 
of the sampler mold, especially after the initial filling. After this period, the flow will also 
seperated into four recirculation flow, two higher and lower vortex at each side. All the vortex 
region are near to the wall of the mold.  

4.4 Inclusion Density 

The prediction of the inclusion density after solidification in the steel sample was carried 
out by assuming a homogeneous inclusion distribution at the inlet during the fillings. The 
initial inclusion density in liquid steel for each sized particle is 680 cm-3. The concentrations of 
dispersed particles in a solidified sample were analyzed in different zones and regions as 
illustrated in Figure 12. Each analyzed zone has the same volume with a dimension of 16 h 20 h 1 mm3. According to some results of three dimensional investigations of inclusion 
in the stainless steel samples, the peak of the inclusions size distribution corresponds to a size 
of 1.3 µm. [5] Thus, a group of different sized inclusions were employed based on the 
experimental results. (0.8, 1.3, 2, 5 and 10 µm) However, it should be noted that different types 
of steel grade may give different results of size distributions. 

 

Fig. 12 Different zones and regions of the analyzed sample 

 

The predicted inclusion densities are shown in Figure 13 for different zones (top, middle 
and bottom) from sample surface to the center. It can be seen that the inclusion density on the 
surface region is much higher than that on the ½ center and center regions. The density on the 
surface region is about 5 times more than that on the center region. The high inclusion 
concentration on the surface region may be becaurse of the vortex formation near the surface 
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during filling. The recirculation flow will lead to capturing the inclusions to the vortex center, 
which will cause a higher concentration of inclusions. Moreover, the tendency on the surface is 
that the top zone contains more inclusion particles than both the middle and bottom zones. The 
same tendency has been also observed and predicted for other different steel sample 
geometries. [4, 5] On the ½ center region, the inclusion density at the top and bottom zones are 
higher than the middle zone. On the other hand, the density at the center region are quite similar 
for the three vertical zones. But the density is the least comparing to the entire sample body.  

Since the inclusion density in the analyzed regions vary somewhat from the initial density, 
it can predict from the plot that the region between the surface and ½center may have a very 
similar inclusion density as the initial value. It is important to know the correct positions for the 
determination of inclusions where has the same inclusion density as the original 
concentrations. Thus, if applying a inclusion determination for this particular sampler type, the 
region between the sample surface and ½ center should be used.  

 

Fig. 13 Predicted inclusion densities in different zones from the surface to center of a sample  

5. Discussions 

In order to preserve the original inclusion concentration and size distributions, a very calm 
flow pattern during the filling of sampler is desirable. However, it has been found that the flow 
pattern is very chaotic at the initial filling period especially when the flow jet just enters into the 
main sampler mold. In this stage, the air may be entrapped into the liquid steel which will lead 
to form pores or porosity after solidification. Therefore, a lower flow rate is preferred in order 
to obtain a very calm transition of water jet from the inlet pin to the sampler body.  

On the other hand, the chaotic flow pattern may lead to a more turbulence kinetic energy 
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due to the uneven flow created when the flow passes through the connection between the inlet 
pin and the main sampler body. This, in turn will, from a metallurgical point of view, influence 
the distribution of inclusions due to the changing of flow field by inclusion coagulation and 
collisions. The most significant factor governing the collision and coagulation is the 
turbulence. [12] The emergence of a serious turbulent flow field could be quite harmful for the 
observation of original inclusion size and distributions in the liquid steel. Turbulent flows 
would increase the chances for inclusion collisions. These will change the original particle size 
distribution present in the ladle. In this case the turbulence is very important to the inclusion 
growth due to turbulent flow induced collisions. Other growth mechanisms such as Brownian 
motion, laminar flow and buoyancy differences are most likely less important. Therefore, the 

collision volume ijW  [m3·s-1] is expressed as follows: 

( )
liq

jiij rrW
ν
εαπ 35.03.1 +=                        (15) 

 
where α is the collision efficiency (for alumina in molten steel α = 0.27 ~ 0.63), ε is the 
turbulent dissipation [m2·s-3] and νliq is the kinematic viscosity of the liquid [m2·s-1]. In the 
k-ω turbulence model, where the turbulent dissipation rate is used instead of the turbulent 
dissipation, where 

C � k
8                                (16) 

and k is the turbulent kinetic energy [m2·s2]. Thus, the collision volume can be reformed into 
the following expression: 

 ( )
liq

jiij

k
rrW

ν
ωαπ 35.03.1 +=                        (17) 

 
During the filling, the average collision volume for the entire sampler mold is 1.92 h 10mF_ 
m3·s-1. (assume the two inclusion size are both 2 µm and α = 0.5) The collision volume in the 

vortex region is about 4.86 h 10mF_ m3·s-1, about 2.5 times higher than the average value. 
However, the highest collision volume is found in the surrounding region of inlet at the bottom 

of mold with a value of 2 h 10mF� m3·s-1. 

Due to the high turbulence kinetic energy in some parts of the sampler mold, especially at 
the boundary of the vertical flow region above the inlet pin, inclusion particles with sufficient 
concentration got an opportunity to come into contact with each other and coalesce to form 
larger sized particles by turbulence. Thus, the concentrations of smaller sized inclusions will 
be decrease in the sampler mold while the concentrations of bigger sized ones are increased. 
Therefore, an inclusion particles’ size distribution obtained by the steel sample does not 
conform to the real particle size distribution in the steel ladles. For example, Huet et al. [13] 
found a higher concentration of larger inclusions in the upper part of the sampler body than in 
the lower part. 
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Previously, a fundamentally study of a lollipop-shaped sampler have been done by using 
both physical and mathematical simulations. [2, 7, 11] The same physical modeling method 
and the same mathematical model are applied. Some difference can be drawn after comparing 
both the lollipop- and rectangular-shaped samplers: 

1. The lollipop-shaped sampler is used in the industry and the rectangular-shaped 
sampler is designed to be used during the laboratory trials; 

2. The size of the rectangular-shaped sampler is much bigger than the other. Its filling 
time is in around 12s. While it is only 1s for the lollipop-shaped sampler; 

3. The vortex region in the lollipop-shaped sampler is created in the initial filling and 
will enlarge in the end of the fillings. The vortex region in the rectangular-shaped 
sampler is also formed during the initial filling, but separated vortex regions (upper 
and lower) will formed in the end. They tend to close to the wall of the sampler; 

4. Due to the various flow patterns in the different samplers, the inclusion concentrations, 
or density are different. More inclusions can be found in the center of the 
lollipop-shaped samples, while the inclusion density is very high on the surface of a 
rectangular-shaped sample. 

6. Conclusions 

Flow fields inside a rectangular-shaped sampler during its filling through the bottom 
center by a cylindrical inlet pin have been investigated. Physical modeling was done by using 
water and a scaled-up mold. In addition, Mathematical modeling have been carried out by 
both simulating the physical mold and a real liquid steel sampler. The applied Wilcox k-ω 

turbulence model has been verified by the experimental results. Conclusions can be drawn as 
follows: 

1. At the initial filling stage, the flow pattern is chaotic and disordered due to the geometry 
change from the inlet pin to the main sampler mold. It has been predicted that it may lead 
to a air involved which in turn, will cause the pore and porosity formation; 

2. The mathematical model well predicts the location of recirculation flow (vortex) which is 
at the near free surface region close to the wall of mold. The results obtained agree well 
with the PIV results; 

3. Due to the recirculation flow close to the wall, higher inclusion density is predicted to 
present on the surface of a solidified steel sample. On the other hand, the inclusion 
density is very small in the center regions comparing with other regions and the initial 
value. 
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